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Summary A hands-on guide that will teach how to design and implement scalable, flexible, and open IoT solutions using web
technologies. This book focuses on providing the right balance of theory, code samples, and practical examples to enable you to
successfully connect all sorts of devices to the web and to expose their services and data over REST APIs. Purchase of the print book
includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology Because the Internet of
Things is still new, there is no universal application protocol. Fortunately, the IoT can take advantage of the web, where IoT
protocols connect applications thanks to universal and open APIs. About the Book Building the Web of Things is a guide to using
cutting-edge web technologies to build the IoT. This step-by-step book teaches you how to use web protocols to connect real-world
devices to the web, including the Semantic and Social Webs. Along the way you'll gain vital concepts as you follow instructions for
making Web of Things devices. By the end, you'll have the practical skills you need to implement your own web-connected products
and services. What's Inside Introduction to IoT protocols and devices Connect electronic actuators and sensors (GPIO) to a
Raspberry Pi Implement standard REST and Pub/Sub APIs with Node.js on embedded systems Learn about IoT protocols like
MQTT and CoAP and integrate them to the Web of Things Use the Semantic Web (JSON-LD, RDFa, etc.) to discover and find
Web Things Share Things via Social Networks to create the Social Web of Things Build a web-based smart home with HTTP and
WebSocket Compose physical mashups with EVRYTHNG, Node-RED, and IFTTT About the Reader For both seasoned
programmers and those with only basic programming skills. About the Authors Dominique Guinard and Vlad Trifa pioneered the
Web of Things and cofounded EVRYTHNG, a large-scale IoT cloud powering billions of Web Things. Table of Contents PART 1
BASICS OF THE IOT AND THE WOT From the Internet of Things to the Web of Things Hello, World Wide Web of Things
Node.js for the Web of Things Getting started with embedded systems Building networks of Things PART 2 BUILDING THE
WOT Access: Web APIs for Things Implementing Web Things Find: Describe and discover Web Things Share: Securing and
sharing Web Things
Python 3 is the best version of the language yet: It is more powerful, convenient, consistent, and expressive than ever before. Now,
leading Python programmer Mark Summerfield demonstrates how to write code that takes full advantage of Python 3’s features and
idioms. The first book written from a completely “Python 3” viewpoint, Programming in Python 3 brings together all the
knowledge you need to write any program, use any standard or third-party Python 3 library, and create new library modules of your
own. Summerfield draws on his many years of Python experience to share deep insights into Python 3 development you won’t find
anywhere else. He begins by illuminating Python’s “beautiful heart”: the eight key elements of Python you need to write robust,
high-performance programs. Building on these core elements, he introduces new topics designed to strengthen your practical
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expertise—one concept and hands-on example at a time. This book’s coverage includes Developing in Python using procedural,
object-oriented, and functional programming paradigms Creating custom packages and modules Writing and reading binary, text,
and XML files, including optional compression, random access, and text and XML parsing Leveraging advanced data types,
collections, control structures, and functions Spreading program workloads across multiple processes and threads Programming SQL
databases and key-value DBM files Utilizing Python’s regular expression mini-language and module Building usable, efficient, GUIbased applications Advanced programming techniques, including generators, function and class decorators, context managers,
descriptors, abstract base classes, metaclasses, and more Programming in Python 3 serves as both tutorial and language reference, and
it is accompanied by extensive downloadable example code—all of it tested with the final version of Python 3 on Windows, Linux,
and Mac OS X.
Take a look inside Symbian OS with an under-the-hood view of Symbian's revolutionary new real-time smartphone kernel Describes
the functioning of the new real-time kernel, which will become ubiquitious on Symbian OS phones in the next 5-10 years Will benefit
the base-porting engineer by providing a more solid understanding of the OS being ported Contains an in-depth explanation of how
Symbian OS drivers work. Device drivers have changed considerably with the introduction of a single code - this book helps those
converting them to the new kernel The book has broad appeal and is relevant to all who work with Symbian OS at a low level,
whatever Symbian OS they are targeting Written by the engineers who actually designed and built the real-time kernel
Java and XML, 3rd Edition, shows you how to cut through all the hype about XML and put it to work. It teaches you how to use the
APIs, tools, and tricks of XML to build real-world applications. The result is a new approach to managing information that touches
everything from configuration files to web sites. After two chapters on XML basics, including XPath, XSL, DTDs, and XML
Schema, the rest of the book focuses on using XML from your Java applications. This third edition of Java and XML covers all major
Java XML processing libraries, including full coverage of the SAX, DOM, StAX, JDOM, and dom4j APIs as well as the latest version
of the Java API for XML Processing (JAXP) and Java Architecture for XML Binding (JAXB). The chapters on web technology have
been entirely rewritten to focus on the today's most relevant topics: syndicating content with RSS and creating Web 2.0 applications.
You'll learn how to create, read, and modify RSS feeds for syndicated content and use XML to power the next generation of websites
with Ajax and Adobe Flash. Topics include: The basics of XML, including DTDs, namespaces, XML Schema, XPath, and
Transformations The SAX API, including all handlers, filters, and writers The DOM API, including DOM Level 2, Level 3, and the
DOM HTML module The JDOM API, including the core and a look at XPath support The StAX API, including StAX factories,
producing documents and XMLPull Data Binding with JAXB, using the new JAXB 2.0 annotations Web syndication and podcasting
with RSS XML on the Presentation Layer, paying attention to Ajax and Flash applications If you are developing with Java and need
to use XML, or think that you will be in the future; if you're involved in the new peer-to-peer movement, messaging, or web services;
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or if you're developing software for electronic commerce, Java and XML will be an indispensable companion.
An Empirical Research Perspective
A Mobile Developer's Guide to SQLite
Mobile Phone Programming
Symbian OS Internals
Software Engineering (Sie) 7E
BPMN Modeling and Reference Guide
Inside Symbian SQL
For Introductory Courses in Operating Systems in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, and Electrical Engineering
programs. The widely anticipated revision of this worldwide best-seller incorporates the latest developments in operating
systems (OS)technologies. The Third Edition includes up-to-date materials on relevant. OS such as Linux, Windows, and
embedded real-time and multimedia systems. Tanenbaum also provides information on current research based on his
experience as an operating systems researcher.
Freedom in the World contains both comparative ratings and written narratives and is now the standard reference work
for measuring the progress and decline in political rights and civil liberties on a global basis.
All organizations, institutions, business processes, markets and strategies have one aim in common: the reduction of
transaction costs. This aim is pursued relentlessly in practice, and has been perceived to bring about drastic changes,
especially in the recent global market and the cyber economy. This book analyzes and describes “transactions” as a
model, on the basis of which organizations, institutions and business processes can be appropriately shaped. It tracks
transaction costs to enable a scientific approach instead of a widely used “state-of-the-art” approach, working to bridge
the gap between theory and practice. This open access book analyzes and describes “transactions” as a model...
This book provides a solid overview of mobile phone programming for readers in both academia and industry. Coverage
includes all commercial realizations of the Symbian, Windows Mobile and Linux platforms. The text introduces each
programming language (JAVA, Python, C/C++) and offers a set of development environments "step by step," to help
familiarize developers with limitations, pitfalls, and challenges.
The Quick Python Book
Essentials of Strategic Management
Human-Computer Interaction
Enabling Full Code Generation
Pro J2ME Polish
Learning Web Design
Programming in Python 3
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Summary This third revision of Manning's popular The Quick Python Book offers a clear, crisp updated
introduction to the elegant Python programming language and its famously easy-to-read syntax. Written for
programmers new to Python, this latest edition includes new exercises throughout. It covers features common to
other languages concisely, while introducing Python's comprehensive standard functions library and unique
features in detail. Foreword by Nicholas Tollervey, Python Software Foundation. Purchase of the print book
includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology
Initially Guido van Rossum's 1989 holiday project, Python has grown into an amazing computer language. It's a
joy to learn and read, and powerful enough to handle everything from low-level system resources to advanced
applications like deep learning. Elegantly simple and complete, it also boasts a massive ecosystem of libraries
and frameworks. Python programmers are in high demand/mdash;you can't afford not to be fluent! About the
Book The Quick Python Book, Third Edition is a comprehensive guide to the Python language by a Python
authority, Naomi Ceder. With the personal touch of a skilled teacher, she beautifully balances details of the
language with the insights and advice you need to handle any task. Extensive, relevant examples and learn-bydoing exercises help you master each important concept the first time through. Whether you're scraping websites
or playing around with nested tuples, you'll appreciate this book's clarity, focus, and attention to detail. What's
Inside Clear coverage of Python 3 Core libraries, packages, and tools In-depth exercises Five new data sciencerelated chapters About the Reader Written for readers familiar with programming concepts--no Python
experience assumed. About the Author Naomi Ceder is chair of the Python Software Foundation. She has been
learning, using, and teaching Python since 2001. Table of Contents PART 1 - STARTING OUT 1. About Python 2.
Getting started 3. The Quick Python overview PART 2 - THE ESSENTIALS 4. The absolute basics 5. Lists, tuples,
and sets 6. Strings 7. Dictionaries 8. Control flow 9. Functions 10. Modules and scoping rules 11. Python
programs 12. Using the filesystem 13. Reading and writing files 14. Exceptions PART 3 - ADVANCED LANGUAGE
FEATURES 15. Classes and object-oriented programming 16. Regular expressions 17. Data types as objects 18.
Packages 19. Using Python libraries PART 4 - WORKING WITH DATA 20. Basic file wrangling 21. Processing data
files 22. Data over the network 23. Saving data 24. Exploring data
Human-Computer Interaction: An Empirical Research Perspective is the definitive guide to empirical research in
HCI. The book begins with foundational topics including historical context, the human factor, interaction
elements, and the fundamentals of science and research. From there, you'll progress to learning about the
methods for conducting an experiment to evaluate a new computer interface or interaction technique. There are
detailed discussions and how-to analyses on models of interaction, focusing on descriptive models and predictive
models. Writing and publishing a research paper is explored with helpful tips for success. Throughout the book,
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you'll find hands-on exercises, checklists, and real-world examples. This is your must-have, comprehensive guide
to empirical and experimental research in HCI—an essential addition to your HCI library. Master empirical and
experimental research with this comprehensive, A-to-Z guide in a concise, hands-on reference Discover the
practical and theoretical ins-and-outs of user studies Find exercises, takeaway points, and case studies
throughout
Use Java 9 and JavaFX 9 to write 3D games for the latest consumer electronics devices. Written by open source
gaming expert Wallace Jackson, this book uses Java 9 and NetBeans 9 to add leading-edge features, such as 3D,
textures, animation, digital audio, and digital image compositing to your games. Along the way you’ll learn about
game design, including game design concepts, genres, engines, and UI design techniques. To completely master
Java 3D game creation, you will combine this knowledge with a number of JavaFX 9 topics, such as scene graph
hierarchy; 3D scene configuration; 3D model design and primitives; model shader creation; and 3D game
animation creation. With these skills you will be able to take your 3D Java games to the next level. The final
section of Pro Java 9 Games Development puts the final polish on your abilities. You’ll see how to add AI logic for
random content selection methods; harness a professional scoring engine; and player-proof your event handling.
After reading Pro Java 9 Games Development, you will come away with enough 3D expertise to design, develop,
and build your own professional Java 9 games, using JavaFX 9 and the latest new media assets. What You’ll Learn
Design and build professional 3D Java 9 games, using NetBeans 9, Java 9, and JavaFX 9 Integrate new media
assets, such as digital imagery and digital audio Integrate the new JavaFX 9 multimedia engine API Create an
interactive 3D board game, modeled, textured, and animated using JavaFX Optimize game assets for distribution,
and learn how to use the Java 9 module system Who This Book Is For Experienced Java developers who may have
some prior game development experience. This book can be for experienced game developers new to Java
programming.
Radio Frequency Energy: Background; Electromagnetic sources; Simple antennas; More complex antennas;
Antennas using conducting surfaces; Specialised antennas; Summary. Moving Quanta from Place to Place:
Introduction to Various Propagation Environments; Describing the Earth's Atmosphere; The Troposphere;
Reflection; Where We Live; Near Earth Propagation; Radio Propagation in a Complex Urban Environment; Skywave Propagation; Artificial Sky-wave Propagation; Summary; Index; Appendix: Feeders.
Confessions of a Java Framework Architect
Programming the Mobile Web
Practical Tools for Leaders and Teams
97 Things Every Programmer Should Know
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Mobile Design and Development
Ukulele Fake Book
Visual Special Effects Using Fusion 8.0
Create applications for all major smartphone platforms Creating applications for the myriad versions and varieties of mobile phone
platforms on the market can be daunting to even the most seasoned developer. This authoritative guide is written in such as way that it
takes your existing skills and experience and uses that background as a solid foundation for developing applications that cross over
between platforms, thereby freeing you from having to learn a new platform from scratch each time. Concise explanations walk you
through the tools and patterns for developing for all the mobile platforms while detailed steps walk you through setting up your
development environment for each platform. Covers all the major options from native development to web application development
Discusses major third party platform development acceleration tools, such as Appcelerator and PhoneGap Zeroes in on topics such as
developing applications for Android, IOS, Windows Phone 7, and Blackberry Professional Mobile Cross Platform Development shows
you how to best exploit the growth in mobile platforms, with a minimum of hassle.
* The primary book on the J2ME Polish open source tool * Written by Robert Virkus, the lead programmer and architect of J2ME Polish
* Discusses every aspect of J2ME Polish in-depth, including installing, using, and extending * Includes hands-on tutorials that encourage
the reader to apply their acquired knowledge
Today’s Web 2.0 applications (think Facebook and Twitter) go far beyond the confines of the desktop and are widely used on mobile
devices. The mobile Web has become incredibly popular given the success of the iPhone and BlackBerry, the importance of Windows
Mobile, and the emergence of Palm Pre (and its webOS platform). At Apress, we are fortunate to have Gail Frederick of the well-known
training site Learn the Mobile Web offer her expert advice in Beginning Smartphone Web Development. In this book, Gail teaches the
web standards and fundamentals specific to smartphones and other feature-driven mobile phones and devices. Shows you how to build
interactive mobile web sites using web technologies optimized for browsers in smartphones Details markup fundamentals, design
principles, content adaptation, usability, and interoperability Explores cross-platform standards and best practices for the mobile Web
authored by the W3C, dotMobi, and similar organizations Dives deeps into the feature sets of the most popular mobile browsers,
including WebKit, Chrome, Palm Pre webOS, Pocket IE, Opera Mobile, and Skyfire By the end of this book, you’ll have the training,
tools, and techniques for creating robust mobile web experiences on any of these platforms for your favorite smartphone or other
mobile device.
This concise book builds upon the foundational concepts of MIDI, synthesis, and sampled waveforms. It also covers key factors
regarding the data footprint optimization work process, streaming versus captive digital audio new media assets, digital audio
programming and publishing platforms, and why data footprint optimization is important for modern day new media content
development and distribution. Digital Audio Editing Fundamentals is a new media mini-book covering concepts central to digital audio
editing using the Audacity open source software package which also apply to all of the professional audio editing packages. The book
gets more advanced as chapters progress, and covers key concepts for new media producers such as how to maximize audio quality and
which digital audio new media formats are best for use with Kindle, Android Studio, Java, JavaFX, iOS, Blackberry, Tizen, Firefox OS,
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Chrome OS, Opera OS, Ubuntu Touch and HTML5. You will learn: Industry terminology involved in digital audio editing, synthesis,
sampling, analysis and processing The work process which comprises a fundamental digital audio editing, analysis, and effects pipeline
The foundational audio waveform sampling concepts that are behind modern digital audio publishing How to install, and utilize, the
professional, open source Audacity digital audio editing software Concepts behind digital audio sample resolution and sampling
frequency and how to select settings How to select the best digital audio data codec and format for your digital audio content
application How to go about data footprint optimization, to ascertain which audio formats give the best results Using digital audio
assets in computer programming languages and content publishing platforms
The Annual Survey of Political Rights & Civil Liberties
Freedom in the World 2004
Domain-Specific Modeling
and its Application to Wireless Networking
HTML5 and JavaScript Web Apps
Handheld Usability
Radio Engineering Fundamentals

Tap into the wisdom of experts to learn what every programmer should know, no matter what language you use. With the 97 short
and extremely useful tips for programmers in this book, you'll expand your skills by adopting new approaches to old problems,
learning appropriate best practices, and honing your craft through sound advice. With contributions from some of the most
experienced and respected practitioners in the industry--including Michael Feathers, Pete Goodliffe, Diomidis Spinellis, Cay
Horstmann, Verity Stob, and many more--this book contains practical knowledge and principles that you can apply to all kinds of
projects. A few of the 97 things you should know: "Code in the Language of the Domain" by Dan North "Write Tests for People" by
Gerard Meszaros "Convenience Is Not an -ility" by Gregor Hohpe "Know Your IDE" by Heinz Kabutz "A Message to the Future" by
Linda Rising "The Boy Scout Rule" by Robert C. Martin (Uncle Bob) "Beware the Share" by Udi Dahan
Today's market for mobile apps goes beyond the iPhone to include BlackBerry, Nokia, Windows Phone, and smartphones powered by
Android, webOS, and other platforms. If you're an experienced web developer, this book shows you how to build a standard app core
that you can extend to work with specific devices. You'll learn the particulars and pitfalls of building mobile apps with HTML, CSS,
and other standard web tools. You'll also explore platform variations, finicky mobile browsers, Ajax design patterns for mobile, and
much more. Before you know it, you'll be able to create mashups using Web 2.0 APIs in apps for the App Store, App World, OVI
Store, Android Market, and other online retailers. Learn how to use your existing web skills to move into mobile development
Discover key differences in mobile app design and navigation, including touch devices Use HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Ajax to
create effective user interfaces in the mobile environment Learn about technologies such as HTML5, XHTML MP, and WebKit
extensions Understand variations of platforms such as Symbian, BlackBerry, webOS, Bada, Android, and iOS for iPhone and iPad
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Bypass the browser to create offline apps and widgets using web technologies
Create rich interactivity with Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) Dive into SVG—and build striking, interactive visuals for your web
applications. Led by three SVG experts, you’ll learn step-by-step how to use SVG techniques for animation, overlays, and dynamic
charts and graphs. Then you’ll put it all together by building two graphic-rich applications. Get started creating dynamic visual
content using web technologies you’re familiar with—such as JavaScript, CSS, DOM, and AJAX. Discover how to: Build client-side
graphics with little impact on your web server Create simple user interfaces for mobile and desktop web browsers Work with
complex shapes and design reusable patterns Position, scale, and rotate text elements using SVG transforms Create animations using
the Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) Build more powerful animations by manipulating SVG with JavaScript
Apply filters to sharpen, blur, warp, reconfigure colors, and more Make use of programming libraries such as Pergola, D3, and
Polymaps
"[The authors] are pioneers. . . . Few in our industry have their breadth of knowledge and experience." —From the Foreword by Dave
Thomas, Bedarra Labs Domain-Specific Modeling (DSM) is the latest approach to software development, promising to greatly
increase the speed and ease of software creation. Early adopters of DSM have been enjoying productivity increases of 500–1000% in
production for over a decade. This book introduces DSM and offers examples from various fields to illustrate to experienced
developers how DSM can improve software development in their teams. Two authorities in the field explain what DSM is, why it
works, and how to successfully create and use a DSM solution to improve productivity and quality. Divided into four parts, the book
covers: background and motivation; fundamentals; in-depth examples; and creating DSM solutions. There is an emphasis throughout
the book on practical guidelines for implementing DSM, including how to identify the necessary language constructs, how to
generate full code from models, and how to provide tool support for a new DSM language. The example cases described in the book
are available the book's Website, www.dsmbook.com, along with, an evaluation copy of the MetaEdit+ tool (for Windows, Mac OS X,
and Linux), which allows readers to examine and try out the modeling languages and code generators. Domain-Specific Modeling is
an essential reference for lead developers, software engineers, architects, methodologists, and technical managers who want to learn
how to create a DSM solution and successfully put it into practice.
VFX Fundamentals
Radio Antennas and Propagation
Modern Operating Systems
Open Source Wireless Java Tools Suite
Second International Conference, INTRUST 2010, Beijing, China, December 13-15, 2010, Revised Selected Papers
Java and XML
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The Business of WiMAX

(Ukulele). Over 400 songs packed into one convenient songbook that lets you play all the songs you've ever wanted to, including: All Shook
Up * Blowin' in the Wind * California Dreamin' * Don't Worry, Be Happy * Edelweiss * Free Fallin' * Georgia on My Mind * Hallelujah * Hey,
Soul Sister * Hotel California * Imagine * Jambalaya * Kokomo * Lean on Me * Margaritaville * Over the Rainbow * Proud Mary * Que Sera,
Sera * Rolling in the Deep * Singin' in the Rain * Stand by Me * Tears in Heaven * Ukulele Lady * Viva La Vida * What a Wonderful World *
Your Cheatin' Heart * Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah * and hundreds more! Includes chord grids for soprano, concert and tenor ukuleles.
Build mobile applications for Nokiaʼs S60 phones using the hot Qt GUI tool This vital primer̶written by developers involved in the latest
release of Qt̶is a must for anyone wanting to learn this cutting-edge programming environment. Qt is a multi-platform, C++ GUI toolkit that
allows you to develop applications and user interfaces once, then deploy them across many desktop and embedded operating systems,
without rewriting the source code. Now being applied to the S60 platform (Nokia's new, uniform UI), Qt promises to save development
resources, cut costs, and get you to market faster. This unique guide helps you master this exciting tool with step-by-step instruction from
some of the best developers in the S60 field. Find easy-to-access tips, techniques, examples, and much more. Walks you through installation
of the Qt developer platform and SDK Explains the basic Qt environment and how it can save you development time Delves into the
extension of Qt for the S60, including communication and sensors Provides plenty of examples to help you quickly grasp concepts Help
revolutionize the S60 mobile market and stay ahead of the crowd with your own state-of-the-art applications, developed with Qt and the
detailed information in this unique guide.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Mobile Computing,
Applications, and Services (MobiCASE 2013) held in Paris, France, in November 2013. The 13 full, 5 short and 9 poster papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 64 submissions, and are presented together with 3 papers from the Workshop on Near Field
Communication for Mobile Applications (NFS). The conference papers are covering mobile applications development, mobile social
networking, novel user experience and interfaces, mobile services and platforms such as Android, iOS, BlackBerry OS, Windows phone,
Bada, mobile software engineering and mobile Web, mobile payments and M2M infrastructure, mobile services such as novel hardware addons, energy aware services or tools, NFC-based services, authentication services.
Mobile devices outnumber desktop and laptop computers three to one worldwide, yet little information is available for designing and
developing mobile applications. Mobile Design and Development fills that void with practical guidelines, standards, techniques, and best
practices for building mobile products from start to finish. With this book, you'll learn basic design and development principles for all mobile
devices and platforms. You'll also explore the more advanced capabilities of the mobile web, including markup, advanced styling techniques,
and mobile Ajax. If you're a web designer, web developer, information architect, product manager, usability professional, content publisher, or
an entrepreneur new to the mobile web, Mobile Design and Development provides you with the knowledge you need to work with this rapidly
developing technology. Mobile Design and Development will help you: Understand how the mobile ecosystem works, how it differs from other
mediums, and how to design products for the mobile context Learn the pros and cons of building native applications sold through operators or
app stores versus mobile websites or web apps Work with flows, prototypes, usability practices, and screen-size-independent visual designs
Use and test cross-platform mobile web standards for older devices, as well as devices that may be available in the future Learn how to
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justify a mobile product by building it on a budget
A Complete Introduction to the Python Language
With examples in Node.js and Raspberry Pi
Building Web Applications with SVG
Collective Wisdom from the Experts
Building JavaScript, CSS, HTML and Ajax-based Applications for iPhone, Android, Palm Pre, BlackBerry, Windows Mobile and Nokia S60
Android in Practice
Practical concepts and techniques for creating mobile sites and web apps
Do you want to build web pages but have no prior experience? This friendly guide is the perfect place
to start. You’ll begin at square one, learning how the web and web pages work, and then steadily build
from there. By the end of the book, you’ll have the skills to create a simple site with multicolumn
pages that adapt for mobile devices. Each chapter provides exercises to help you learn various
techniques and short quizzes to make sure you understand key concepts. This thoroughly revised edition
is ideal for students and professionals of all backgrounds and skill levels. It is simple and clear
enough for beginners, yet thorough enough to be a useful reference for experienced developers keeping
their skills up to date. Build HTML pages with text, links, images, tables, and forms Use style sheets
(CSS) for colors, backgrounds, formatting text, page layout, and even simple animation effects Learn
how JavaScript works and why the language is so important in web design Create and optimize web images
so they’ll download as quickly as possible NEW! Use CSS Flexbox and Grid for sophisticated and flexible
page layout NEW! Learn the ins and outs of Responsive Web Design to make web pages look great on all
devices NEW! Become familiar with the command line, Git, and other tools in the modern web developer’s
toolkit NEW! Get to know the super-powers of SVG graphics
WiMAX holds great promise for the future of broadband communications. Companies and consumers are
increasingly dependent on broadband and are committed to taking broadband to the next level with mobile
broadband or 802.16e, the WiMAX standard. The Business of WiMAX offers a complete guide to this
exciting technology, addressing the critical issues surrounding WiMAX and its future. The author
discusses the need for the technology, before explaining its architecture and deployment, modulation
technology, wireless standards, spectrum issues, and network topology. Applications and the market for
these are covered in-depth, and the exciting future of WiMAX is discussed. The book provides strategy
and recommendations for achieving success in such a dynamic scenario. The Business of WiMAX: Offers a
uniquely balanced business and technology perspective on the critical issues surrounding WiMAX and its
place in the evolving broadband wireless industry. Explains the need, use, market, trends, business
models, and the future road map for WiMAX technology. Provides strategy and recommendations to a
variety of different players, including service providers, equipment manufacturers and chip makers.
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Supports practical insights with numerous examples and real-world case studies. This text is essential
reading for professionals, strategists, leaders, researchers, analysts, investors and others in the IT
and Telecoms domain. Managers planning to deploy wireless networked computing devices in their
organisations, ICT consultants, business strategists, systems engineers and architects, and final year
undergraduate and postgraduate students and academics will also find this an invaluable guide to WiMax.
Provides inforamtion on using HTML5, JavaScript, and W3C specifications to create mobile and desktop
Web applications for all browsers and devices.
Object-Oriented Reengineering Patterns collects and distills successful techniques in planning a
reengineering project, reverse-engineering, problem detection, migration strategies and software
redesign. This book is made available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 license.
You can either download the PDF for free, or you can buy a softcover copy from lulu.com. Additional
material is available from the book's web page at http://scg.unibe.ch/oorp
Real-time Kernel Programming
Understanding and Using BPMN
Introduction to e-Business
Strategic Project Management Made Simple
Digital Audio Editing Fundamentals
Leveraging the JavaFX APIs
Building the Web of Things

This book constitutes the proceedings of the International Conference on Trusted Systems, held in
Beijing, China, in December 2010.The 23 contributed papers presented together with nine invited
talks from a workshop, titled "Asian Lounge on Trust, Security and Privacy" were carefully selected
from 66 submissions. The papers are organized in seven topical sections on implentation technology,
security analysis, cryptographic aspects, mobile trusted systems, hardware security, attestation, and
software protection.
When Fortune Magazine estimated that 70% of all strategies fail, it also noted that most of these
strategies were basically sound, but could not be executed. The central premise of Strategic Project
Management Made Simple is that most projects and strategies never get off the ground because of
adhoc, haphazard, and obsolete methods used to turn their ideas into coherent and actionable plans.
Strategic Project Management Made Simple is the first book to couple a step-by-step process with an
interactive thinking tool that takes a strategic approach to designing projects and action initiatives.
Strategic Project Management Made Simple builds a solid platform upon four critical questions that
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are vital for teams to intelligently answer in order to create their own strong, strategic foundation.
These questions are: 1. What are we trying to accomplish and why? 2. How will we measure success?
3. What other conditions must exist? 4. How do we get there? This fresh approach begins with clearly
understanding the what and why of a project - comprehending the bigger picture goals that are often
given only lip service or cursory reviews. The second and third questions clarify success measures
and identify the risky assumptions that can later cause pain if not spotted early. The how questions what are the activities, budgets, and schedules - comes last in our four-question system. By contrast,
most project approaches prematurely concentrate on the how without first adequately addressing
the three other questions. These four questions guide readers into fleshing out a simple, yet
sophisticated, mental workbench called "the Logical Framework" - a Systems Thinking paradigm that
lays out one's own project strategy in an easily accessible, interactive 4x4 matrix. The inclusion of
memorable features and concepts (four critical questions, LogFrame matrix, If-then thinking, and
Implementation Equation) make this book unique.
Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is a standard, graphical modeling representation for
business processes. It provides an easy to use, flow-charting notation that is independent of the
implementation environment. An underlying rigor supports the notation-facilitating the translation of
business level models into executable models that BPM Suites and workflow engines can understand.
Over recent years, BPMN has been widely adopted by Business Process Management (BPM) related
products-both the Business Process Analysis and Modeling tool vendors and the BPM Suites. This
book is for business users and process modeling practitioners alike. Part I provides an easily
understood introduction to the key components of BPMN (put forward in a user-friendly fashion).
Starting off with simple models, it progresses into more sophisticated patterns. Exercises help
cement comprehension and understanding (with answers available online). Part II provides a detailed
and authoritative reference on the precise semantics and capabilities of the standard.
Summary Android in Practice is a treasure trove of Android goodness, with over 90 tested, ready-touse techniques including complete end-to-end example applications and practical tips for real world
mobile application developers. Written by real world Android developers, this book addresses the
trickiest questions raised in forums and mailing lists. Using an easy-to-follow
problem/solution/discussion format, it dives into important topics not covered in other Android
books, like advanced drawing and graphics, testing and instrumentation, building and deploying
applications, and using alternative languages. About the Book It's not hard to find the information
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you need to build your first Android app. Then what? If you want to build real apps, you will need
some how-to advice, and that's what this book is about. Android in Practice is a rich source of
Android tips, tricks, and best practices, covering over 90 clever and useful techniques that will make
you a more effective Android developer. Techniques are presented in an easy-to-read
problem/solution/discussion format. The book dives into important topics like multitasking and
services, testing and instrumentation, building and deploying applications, and using alternative
languages. Purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook
from Manning. Also available is all code from the book. What's Inside Techniques covering Android
1.x to 3.x Android for tablets Working with threads and concurrency Testing and building Using
location awareness and GPS Styles and themes And much more! This book requires a working
knowledge of Java, but no prior experience with Android is assumed. Source Code can be found at
https://code.google.com/p/android-in-practice/ Table of Contents PART 1 BACKGROUND AND
FUNDAMENTALS Introducing Android Android application fundamentals Managing lifecycle and state
PART 2 REAL WORLD RECIPES Getting the pixels perfect Managing background tasks with Services
Threads and concurrency Storing data locally Sharing data between apps HTTP networking and web
services Location is everything Appeal to the senses using multimedia 2D and 3D drawing PART 3
BEYOND STANDARD DEVELOPMENT Testing and instrumentation Build management Developing for
Android tablets
Mobile Computing, Applications, and Services
Transaction Cost Management
Pro Java 9 Games Development
Interaction Design
Trusted Systems
Strategies and Practices for a Global Open Economy
Solutions to Real-World Problems
Offering an overview of usability, testing, and information architecture for EPOC, WAP, PDAs, handhelds, and handsets,
this how-to guide dives into the details about medium-specific issues and design strategies. * Discusses designing for the
current wireless platforms: cellular phones and PDAs * Covers both stand alone as well as Web-based application design *
Contains a case study of a usability test
Learn concepts central to visual special effects using the free Black Magic Design Fusion 8.0 software package. This book
also provides foundational background information regarding concepts central to digital image compositing, digital video
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editing, digital illustration, digital painting, 3D, and digital audio in the first six chapters on new media theory, concepts
and terminology. This book builds on the foundational concepts of digital image compositing, digital audio, digital video,
digital illustration and digital painting. VFX Fundamentals introduces more advanced VFX concepts and pipelines as the
chapters progress, covering topics such as flow node compositing, timeline animation, animated polyline masking,
bluescreen and greenscreen matte pulling (generation), using Primatte and Fusion 8 Ultra Keyer, motion tracking, 3D
rendering and compositing, auxiliary channels, and particle systems and particle physics dynamics, among other topics.
“br>What You'll Learn See the new media components (raster, vector, audio, video, rendering) needed for VFX Discover
the concepts behind the VFX content production workflow Install and utilize Black Magic Design Fusion 8 and its Visual
Programming Language Master the concepts behind resolution, aspect ratio, bit-rate, color depth, layers, alpha, and
masking Work with 2D VFX concepts such as animated masking, matte pulling (Primatte V) and motion tracking Harness
3D VFX concepts such as 3D geometry, materials, lighting, animation and auxiliary channels Use advanced VFX concepts
such as particle systems animation using real-world physics (forces) Who This Book Is Fordiv SFX artists, VFX artists,
video editors, website developers, filmmakers, 2D and 3D animators, digital signage producers, e-learning content
creators, game developers, multimedia producers.
This is the definitive guide for Symbian C++ developers looking to use Symbian SQL in applications or system software.
Since Symbian SQL and SQLite are relatively new additions to the Symbian platform, Inside Symbian SQL begins with an
introduction to database theory and concepts, including a Structured Query Language (SQL) tutorial. Inside Symbian SQL
also provides a detailed overview of the Symbian SQL APIs. From the outset, you will “get your hands dirty” writing
Symbian SQL code. The book includes snippets and examples that application developers can immediately put to use to
get started quickly. For device creators and system software developers, Inside Symbian SQL offers a unique view into
the internals of the implementation and a wealth of practical advice on how to make best and most efficient use of the
Symbian SQL database. Several case studies are presented – these are success stories 'from the trenches', written by
Symbian engineers. Special Features: The book assumes no prior knowledge of databases Includes detailed and
approachable explanations of database concepts Easy to follow SQL tutorial with SQLite examples Unique view into the
Symbian SQL internals Troubleshooting section with solutions to common problems Written by the Symbian engineers
who implemented SQLite on Symbian, with more than 40 years combined Symbian C++ experience, this book is for
anyone interested in finding out more about using a database on Symbian.
You might think more than enough design books exist in the programming world already. In fact, there are so many that it
makes sense to ask why you would read yet another. Is there really a need for yet another design book? In fact, there is a
greater need than ever before, and Practical API Design: Confessions of a Java Framework Architect fills that need!
Teaches you how to write an API that will stand the test of time Written by the designer of the NetBeans API at Sun
Technologies Based on best practices, scalability, and API design patterns
Professional Mobile Application Development
Qt for Symbian
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Beginning Smartphone Web Development
A Beginner's Guide to HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Web Graphics
Practical API Design
5th International Conference, MobiCase 2013, Paris, France, November 7-8, 2013, Revised Selected Papers
Object-oriented Reengineering Patterns

Thorough yet concise, ESSENTIALS OF STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT, Third Edition, is a brief
version of the authors' market-leading text STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT: AN INTEGRATED APPROACH.
Following the same framework as the larger book, ESSENTIALS helps students identify and
focus on core concepts in the field in a more succinct, streamlined format. Based on realworld practices and current thinking, the text's presentation of strategic management
features an increased emphasis on the business model concept as a way of framing the
issues of competitive advantage. Cutting-edge research, new strategic management theory,
and a hands-on approach allow students to explore major topics in management, including
corporate performance, governance, strategic leadership, technology, and business ethics.
In addition, a high-quality case program examines small, medium, and large
companies--both domestic and international--so that students gain experience putting
chapter concepts into real-world practice in a variety of scenarios. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
An Introduction to e-Business provides the contemporary knowledge of the key issues
affecting the modern e-business environment and links theory and practice of management
strategies relating to e-business. This book brings together the most cogent themes for
an introduction to e-business and constitutes a valuable contribution to formalising
common themes for teaching the subject in higher education. It brings together
theoretical perspectives based on academic research and the application of e-business
strategies. These concepts are further explored in the six case studies that follow the
set chapters. This new textbook integrates the main themes to provide a complete picture
of the key elements relevant to an introductory text in e-business. To fully appreciate
the e-business environment it is necessary to understand the links between the different
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disciplines that come together to form
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